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Status

• **WGLC done**
  - Received feedback
  - Issues are being fixed

• **Received feedback after WGLC**
  - Issues are being fixed...
Current issues

• Escaping semi-colons everywhere, not only in compound properties

• Escaping of tabs → \t

• Escaping characters using Unicode codepoint:
  – e.g. \u1234
Current issues

- MUST use PID param when LANGUAGE param is used, for grouping.
  
  TITLE;PID=1;LANGUAGE=fr:Patron
  TITLE;PID=1;LANGUAGE=en:Boss

  TITLE;PID=1;LANGUAGE=fr:Patron
  TITLE;PID=2;LANGUAGE=en:Chief vCard Evangelist
Upcoming changes

- Change TYPE to FMTTYPE for media types in e.g. SOUND, PHOTO, etc.
- Removed NAME property.
Next Steps

• ???
This is the last slide.